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A cryptic crossword is a crossword puzzle in which each clue is a word puzzle in and of itself. Cryptic
crosswords are particularly popular in the United Kingdom, where they originated, Ireland, Israel, the
Netherlands, and in several Commonwealth nations, including Australia, Canada, India, Kenya, Malta, New
Zealand, and South Africa.In the United States, cryptics are sometimes known as ...
Cryptic crossword - Wikipedia
A crossword is a word puzzle that usually takes the form of a square or a rectangular grid of white-and
black-shaded squares. The game's goal is to fill the white squares with letters, forming words or phrases, by
solving clues, which lead to the answers.In languages that are written left-to-right, the answer words and
phrases are placed in the grid from left to right and from top to bottom.
Crossword - Wikipedia
The Online Crossword Dictionary XwordDictionary.com: The most powerfull Crossword Dictionary on the net!
Let you search by clue or pattern. WordMine.info WordMine.info is a crossword solver and word search
engine. Crossword help and find words from part of words, create words from letters, and much more.
Crossword Links
20d I pry about that racket (5) NOISE: Take a verb meaning to look into or pry and insert the I from the
beginning of the clue .The word that indicating the word I to put the PRY about (around). Now look at the
perfection of the surface of that clue.
Â» DT 27972 Big Dave's Crossword Blog
My rating tiday is 3*/3*. I found this quite tricky in places but eventually it all came together. 20d was my last
one in because, although I was correctly looking for a word meaning luxury accommodation to remove a P
and an O from, I had a fixation that the P and O should be next to each other.
Â» DT 27355 (Hints) Big Dave's Crossword Blog
News and opinion from The Times & The Sunday Times
The Times & The Sunday Times
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